ABB Ability™ Cyber Security Assessment
Concepts with clear solutions

Cyber Security Assessment is a consulting service for designing your ABB process management system in terms of cyber security. It can develop customized concepts, or discuss already available concepts for improving security and adapt them to the client’s system.

Formulating concepts and optimization measures together
Cyber security assessment comprises the following:

- **Data collection and interviews**
  Reading and testing system security parameters; expert interview.

- **Analysis and documentation**
  Assessment, analysis and interpretation of system data and interview information obtained. Development of concepts to improve the system in terms of security.

- **Presentation and discussion**
  Presentation and discussion of results with experts. Definition of optimization measures with the concept developed.

Cyber Security Assessment
ABB consults and supports you in creating effective security concepts and solutions. We work with you to develop security precautions which are individually tailored to the requirements in your production environment.

This includes defining and describing specific organizational or technical measures and their implementation. The current status of the system and any potential requirements of the operator or legislator are incorporated in the security strategy.

These mutually defined measures offer the highest level of security and support maintenance of the achieved security level. These concepts can be documented in a security policy.

Our consulting service can also be used for specific matters in cyber security.